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Background

 PDA and mobile phones have become a
tremendous computing platform
 267 million Java-equipped mobile phones deployed in

2004; estimated 1.5 billion by end of 2007
 Each individual device has limited computational and

communication power, but aggregate power is
tremendous

 Physical mobility of devices creates many
challenges
 Interactions occur with little or no pre-planning
 Devices feature very lightweight hardware and software
 Network links are constantly created and severed
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Web Standards

 Standards can alleviate need for pre-planning
 If devices agree on a common data exchange and

processing standard, then then can interact without
standard negotiation

 Web standards already widely accepted in wired
settings
 SOAP: XML-based data exchange and service invocation
 BPEL: composes SOAP services into workflow processes

 Many Web service middleware and tools exist for
deployment in wired settings
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Problem Statement

 Unfortunately, existing middleware systems are
too heavyweight and make too many
assumptions about the network

 Example: ActiveBPEL execution engine
 Requires Apache Tomcat and Java SE 1.4.2
 Combined footprint of 92 MB of storage space and 22

MB of RAM
 Host must have publicly-routable IP address
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Sliver Middleware

 Three essential traits for mobile middleware
 Small storage and memory footprint
 Depends only on APIs available on all devices
 Support for a wide variety of communication media and

protocols

 Sliver is a SOAP and BPEL middleware for mobile
devices which fits these traits
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Sliver Architecture
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BPEL Parser

 kXML tokenizes the BPEL document
 Token indicate tag name, attributes, and whether tag is

starting or ending
 Sliver converts tokens into Java objects

 Each tag has a corresponding object (e.g., <process>
=> Process)

<process name=“Echo”>
    <sequence>
       <receive variable=“var” />
       <reply variable=“var” />
    </sequence>
</process>

START_TAG process
    attribute “name”=“Echo”
START_TAG sequence
START_TAG receive
    attribute “variable”=“var”
END_TAG receive
START_TAG reply
    attribute “variable”=“var”
END_TAG reply
END_TAG sequence
END_TAG process

START_TAG process
    attribute “name”=“Echo”
START_TAG sequence
START_TAG receive
    attribute “variable”=“var”
END_TAG receive
START_TAG reply
    attribute “variable”=“var”
END_TAG reply
END_TAG sequence
END_TAG process

Process.Process(parser)
    parser.require(START_TAG, “process”)
    name <= parser.attribute(“name”)
    if name = NULL
       throw “<process> requires name attribute”
      
    type <= parser.nextTag()
    if type = “receive”
       child <= new Receive(parser)
    ...
   
    parser.require(END_TAG, “process”)
end
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BPEL Parser (cont.)
 Each class has a constructor which takes in the kXML parser and

consumes everything between the corresponding start and end
tags
 Child tags are parsed by recursively invoking other

constructors
 Each constructor makes local decisions about the tag’s validity

(e.g., Process’s constructor verifies that the “name” attribute is
specified)

START_TAG process
    attribute “name”=“Echo”
START_TAG sequence
START_TAG receive
    attribute “variable”=“var”
END_TAG receive
START_TAG reply
    attribute “variable”=“var”
END_TAG reply
END_TAG sequence
END_TAG process

Process.Process(parser)
    parser.require(START_TAG, “process”)
    name <= parser.attribute(“name”)
    if name = NULL
       throw “<process> requires name attribute”
      
    type <= parser.nextTag()
    if type = “receive”
       child <= new Receive(parser)
    ...
   
    parser.require(END_TAG, “process”)
end
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BPEL Parser (cont.)

 Normally, XML documents are validated by
comparing them against an XML Schema
Description (XSD)
 e.g., BPEL standard has a corresponding bpel.xsd

 General-purpose XSD validators are prohibitively
large (hundreds of KB or MB)
 kXML only does structural validation: e.g., checks that

all tags are closed
 Hand-written, local validations => efficient global

process validation
 No need for a heavyweight, general-purpose XSD

validator
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BPEL Process Execution

 All tags’ classes derive from a base Activity class
 Activity.execute() checks that all preconditions are

satisfied (e.g., all inputs are available), then calls
executeImpl()

 Each derived class overrides executeImpl() (e.g.,
Sequence.executeImpl() invokes all children’s execute()
one by one)
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BPEL Process Execution (cont.)

 Instance-specific data (e.g., values of variables)
are tracked by an InstanceData object
 Passed along recursively to execute()

 Entire process can be executed by creating an
empty InstanceData and invoking execute() on
process’s “root” activity
 Highly modular: each tag’s execution code is self-

contained
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Evaluation
 Support for all but one BPEL activity, and basic XPath

queries
 Total code base of 114 KB
 Supports Java MIDP 2.0, Foundation Profile 1.0, Personal

Profile 1.0, and Standard Edition 1.3

 20 commonly recurring “workflow patterns” [1]
 BPEL supports 17 of the 20 patterns [2]
 Sliver currently supports 15 of these 17 patterns

1.  van der Aalst, et. al.: Workflow patterns. Distributed and Parallel Databases 14(1)
(2003) 5-51

2.  Wohed, P., et. al.: Pattern based analysis of BPEL4WS. Technical Report FIT-TR-
2002-04, Queensland University of Technology (2002)
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Evaluation (cont.)

 Implemented 12 of the 15 patterns in BPEL
 3 patterns are impractical benchmarks
 All process invoke a trivial Web service which adds two

numbers
 Deployed Sliver on three platforms:

 PC: 3.2 GHz Pentium 4 CPU, 512 MB of RAM, Linux
2.6.16, Sun Java 1.5.0_07

 Dell Axim X30 PDA: 624 MHz XScale CPU, 64 MB of
RAM, Windows Mobile 2003, IBM WebSphere Micro
Environment 5.7

 Nokia 6682 mobile phone: 220 MHz ARM9 CPU, 20 MB
of RAM, Symbian OS 8.0a, bundled MIDP 2.0 runtime
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Mean Execution Time
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Conclusion

 Sliver’s architecture is designed with the traits of mobile
middleware in mind

 Sliver supports BPEL and SOAP on mobile phones, PDAs,
and other resource-limited platforms

 Although Sliver’s BPEL server is incomplete, it can already
execute many useful workflows with reasonable
performance

 Future work:
 Enhance Sliver’s BPEL compliance
 Consider modules for other workflow languages (e.g., CiAN)
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Thank You!

Sliver project page:
http://mobilab.cse.wustl.edu/projects/sliver/
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Sample Code

public class BPELServerExample {
   public static void main(String [] args) throws Exception {
      String namespace = "http://example.com/ExampleWorkflow";

      Transport transport = new SocketTransport(9001);
      BPELServer server = new BPELServer(transport);
      server.addProcess(namespace, new
         FileInputStream("ExampleWorkflow.bpel"));

      server.bindIncomingLink("ClientLink", namespace,
         "executeWorkflow");

      Binding remoteHost = new SocketBinding("127.0.0.1", 9000);
      server.bindOutgoingLink("ExternalSOAPServiceLink", remoteHost);

      server.start();
   }
}
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Peak Memory Usage


